
CONSUMER LAW
The extent of Consumer Law influence is pervasive. Unlike the

other topics discussed in this symposium issue, Consumer Law
claims no exclusive domain. However, the many federal and state
consumer protection statutes' have failed, until recently, to stimu-
late a great amount of litigation.

Because the Fifth Circuit has had few occasions to consider
consumer cases, the survey year, which generally ends on Septem-
ber 1, has been extended through December 15, 1976, in order to
include significant decisions that are relevant to the topics dis-
cussed in this article.

In this, the first survey of Consumer Law, two prominent areas
of recent Fifth Circuit judicial action will be addressed: the Truth
in Lending Act' and Regulation Z3 promulgated thereunder by the
Federal Reserve Board; and, the Interstate Land Sales Full Disclo-
sure Act.' Each area is introduced by brief background information.

I. Truth in Lending

Congress, aware of the increasing need for consumer protection
in the modern commercial setting, provided the credit buying pub-
lic with the Consumer Credit Protection Act.' Enacted in 1968 and
amended in 1974, one of the Act's principal objectives concerns the
meaningful disclosure of credit terms under the Truth in Lending
subchapter (TIL).6 The purpose of the TIL is threefold: (1) to re-
quire that creditors provide consumers with a comprehensive credit
cost analysis with the total cost expressed in an annual percentage
rate (APR); (2) to assist consumers in recognizing important credit

1. For a good summary treatment of federal statutes and some pertinent bibliographies,
see generally S. OPPENHEIM & G. WESTON, UNFAIR TRADE PRAcTiCES AND CONSUMER PROTECTION

723-51 (3d ed. 1974).
2. 15 U.S.C. §§ 1601-1665 (1970).
3. 12 C.F.R. § 226 (1976).
4. 15 U.S.C. §§ 1701-1720 (1970). Also of some consumer interest, though not considered

in this article, is a single case, Yates v. Tindall & Son Pontiac, 531 F.2d 293 (5th Cir. May,
1976), concerning an alleged tampering with an automobile odometer by a defendant automo-
bile seller. The plaintiff purchaser sought recovery on the basis of common law fraud and a
violation of the Motor Vehicle Information and Cost Savings Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1988 (Supp.IH
1972) (seller nondisclosure violation). Failures of proof were fatal for the plaintiff in this initial
consideration of federal odometer violations by the Fifth Circuit.

5. 15 U.S.C. § 1601 (1970).
6. 15 U.S.C. §§ 1601-1665 (1970).
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terms such as the amount and date of payments and contingent
penalties; and (3) to ensure that the information provided by credi-
tors is presented in a standard format.7

Pursuant to provisions of the TIL, the Federal Reserve Board
has promulgated Regulation Z,8 which is designed "to carry out the
purposes of [the TIL] subchapter,"9 thus further promoting the
informed use of credit. 0 Regulation Z consists of two sub-
parts-regulations and interpretations." Thus, both the TIL and
Regulation Z form the basis for consumer credit protection.

To invoke their protective shield, four conditions must be gen-
erally satisfied under TIL and Regulation Z. First, there must be a
"creditor"-one who regularly extends or arranges for the granting
of consumer credit. Second, the debtor must be a natural person.
Third, the transaction must be a "consumer credit transaction"
consisting of three component characteristics: (1) it must be a credit
transaction; (2) it must require the payment of a finance charge or
be payable in more than four installments; and, (3) it must be
conceived for a consumer or agricultural purpose. Finally, the credit
extension must not come within the statutory exemptions that
exclude from coverage: extensions of credit for business or commer-
cial purposes; non-mortgage consumer transactions and any agricul-
tural transactions which exceed $25,000 of credit; credit extended
by broker-dealers who are regulated by the SEC; or credit extended
by a government regulated utility."

Once a transaction is determined to be within the aforemen-
tioned criteria, it is incumbent on the creditor(s) 4 to make the

7. Landers & Chandler, The Truth in Lending Act and Variable Rate Mortgages and
Balloon Notes, 1 AM. B. FOUNDATION RESEARCH J. 35, 60 (1976). See also, LANDERS, infra note
13, at 64-65.

8. 12 C.F.R. § 226 (1976).
9. 15 U.S.C. § 1604 (1970).
10. Martin v. Commercial Sec. Co., 539 F.2d 521, 523-24 (5th Cir. Sept., 1976); 15

U.S.C. § 1601 (Supp. IV 1974).
11. 12 C.F.R. §§ 226.1-.14 (1976) (Regulations); Id. at §§ 226.101-.1002 (1976) (Interpre-

tations).
12. 15 U.S.C. § 1603 (1970 & Supp. IV 1974); 12 C.F.R. § 226.3 (1976).
13. Landers, The Scope of Coverage of the Truth in Lending Act, 2 AM. B. FOUNDATION

RESEARCH J. 565, 566 (1976) (hereinafter cited as LANDERS).

14. If there is more than one creditor in a consumer credit transaction, each is responsi-
ble for being clearly identified and disclosing those facts particular to the credit relationship
with the consumer. See 12 C.F.R. § 226.6(d) (1976); e.g., Meyers v. Clearview Dodge Sales,
Inc., 539 F.2d 511 (5th Cir. Sept., 1976) (credit arranger and credit extender jointly and
severally liable for statutory violations).
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minimum disclosures 5 required by the TIL and the regulations,
The standard of disclosure requires that each statement be full and
meaningful without assumptions, 7 and that it be clearly set forth.'
The disclosure statement, additionally, may not require any compu-
tation on the part of the consumer. 9

Much of the TIL litigation has involved allegations that a credi-
tor failed to disclose particular charges within the above mentioned
standards. To avoid liability, the creditors have urged that their
misstatement or omission was a mere technicality. The Fifth Cir-
cuit, like other circuits, has not been receptive to such a "defense."

In one case decided during the survey year, Pennino v. Morris
Kirschman & Co., 0 the court noted that although the disclosure
requirements of the TIL may be quite technical, Congress did not
intend for creditors to escape liability where only technical viola-
tions were involved." Citing a federal district court decision22 the
Fifth Circuit unequivocally declared that the technical require-
ments of the TIL must be strictly enforced to accomplish the legisla-
tive objectives.23 The Pennino court further stated in dictum that
even unintentional and bona fide errors are not excused under the
Act unless made in reliance on a "rule, regulation, or interpreta-
tion" of the Federal Reserve Board.24 This statement is questiona-
ble, however, because it appears that section 1640 (c) of the TIL
provides otherwise.25 That some bona fide, unintentional errors are

15. 12 C.F.R. §§ 226.6-.8 (1976); see also 12 C.F.R. §§ 226.101-.1022 (1976) (interpreta-
tions by the Board).

16. If the transaction in question is not clearly a consumer credit transaction, the basic
test should be whether the transaction is one in which the Annual Percentage Rate (APR)
disclosures would be helpful or whether a finance charge is being disguised. LANDERS, supra
note 13, at 607.

17. Pennino v. Morris Kirschman & Co., 526 F.2d 367, 373 (5th Cir. Jan., 1976); accord,
Pollock v. General Fin. Corp., 535 F.2d 295, 299 (5th Cir. July, 1976) (disclosures must be
meaningful).

18. Pollock v. General Fin. Corp., 535 F.2d 295, 298 (5th Cir. July, 1976) ("clearly set
forth").

19. Id. at 299 (consumer not required to perform simple addition or subtraction).
20. 526 F.2d 367 (5th Cir. Jan., 1976).
21. Id. at 370.
22. Powers v. Sims & Levin Realtors, 396 F. Supp. 12, 20 (E.D. Va. 1975).
23. Pennino v. Morris Kirschman & Co., 526 F.2d 367, 371 (5th Cir. Jan., 1976).
24. Id. at 370 n.5. (5th Cir. Jan., 1976).
25. 15 U.S.C. § 1640(c) (1970) provides:

(c) A creditor may not be held liable in any action brought under this section
for a violation of this subchapter if the credit shows by a preponderance of the
evidence that the violation was not intentional and resulted from a bona fide error
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excused finds further support in a later case, Grant v. Imperial
Motors.2" There, the court found that failure to insert a zero in a
blank on the form to clearly reflect a $0 charge was not a per se
violation, but was only surplusage.2

Other litigation under the TIL has arisen from disclosure viola-
tions. The principal disclosure violations during the survey period
involved failure to itemize fees when required, failure to disclose
security interests, and failure to use mandated descriptive terms in
disclosure statements.

Two cases involved the creditor's failure to itemize and disclose
license, certificate of title, and registration fees. In Grant v. Imperial
Motors2 8 the district court had refused to impose liability on the
creditor for the creditor's failure to itemize the official fees as re-
quired by the TIL2' and Regulation Z.10 The creditor had not in-
cluded the fees in the finance charge, but had designated them
collectively as "official fees" under the portion of the disclosure
statement labelled "other charges."'" This act violated the TIL be-
cause fees not itemized must be included in the finance charge. 2

The district court, though recognizing the violation, declined to
impose liability because the total amount of the fees was only
$16.00-"miniscule in scope and amount." 3 The court of appeals,
reversing on the disclosure violation, again mandated the necessity
of strict technical compliance. According to the Fifth Circuit, when
a court finds a violation, no matter how technical, it has no discre-
tion with respect to the imposition of liability.3

. The other case involving disclosure violations was Meyers v.
Clearview Dodge Sales, Inc.35 There the Fifth Circuit affirmed the
finding of the district court36 that the inclusion of the "tag, title, and

notwithstanding the maintenance of procedures reasonably adapted to avoid any
such error.
26. 539 F.2d 506 (5th Cir. Sept., 1976).
27. Id. at 510. Simply, when there is no information to disclose because there is "no

charge" within the Act, there is no statutory violation for failure to reveal that fact.
28. 539 F.2d 506 (5th Cir. Sept., 1976).
29. 15 U.S.C. § 1605(d) (1970).
30. When itemized and disclosed to the customer, the license, certificate of title, and

registration fees imposed by law do not have to be included in the finance charge. 12 C.F.R.
§ 226.4(b)(4) (1976).

31. Grant v. Imperial Motors, 539 F.2d 506, 510 (5th Cir. Sept., 1976).
32. Id.
33. Id.
34. Id.
35. 539 F.2d 511 (5th Cir. Sept., 1976).
36. Meyers v. Clearview Dodge Sales, Inc., 384 F. Supp. 722, 725 (E.D. La. 1974).
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fees" in the cash price and the simultaneous failure to either itemize
each charge on the disclosure form or to include it in the finance
charge violated the TIL and Regulation Z.37

A third case, Jones v. Community Loan & Investment Corpora-
tion of Fulton County3 concerned the nondisclosure of "prepaid
fees." A statutory fee 39 for making the loan was earned and due at
the time the note was made. 0 Although the payment of the fee was
deferred, the court noted that the borrower must be meaningfully
informed of the prepaid nature of such fees,' regardless of whether
the collection of those fees was made at the time of the loan or
deferred over the credit repayment schedule. The defendant credi-
tors further failed to include the fee in the "amount financed on the
disclosure statement," yet incorporated the fee in the total amount
on which the maximum statutory interest charge was computed."2

The Jones court left no doubt that the TIL requires the amount of
credit that a customer "receives" to be disclosed under the term
"amount financed." Similarly, any finance charge paid separately,
in cash or otherwise, directly or indirectly, must be excluded from
the "amount financed" and disclosed as a "prepaid finance
charge."43 The essence of disclosing a "prepaid fee" was recognized
as putting the borrower on notice that the charge fully accrued at
the time the credit was extended and, thus, was a nonrefundable
item."

In finding that the defendant creditors had violated the TIL by
not revealing the fee in the finance charge and unlawfully including
it in the amount financed, the court distinguished two earlier dis-
trict court decisions that had confused the issue of "prepaid fees.""
The apparent incongruity of those two decisions rested upon a mis-

37. Id.; Meyers v. Clearview Dodge Sales, Inc., 539 F.2d 511, 517 (5th Cir. Sept., 1976).
Additionally, the court of appeals affirmed the finding of the district court that the documen-
tary fee, likewise, required itemization or inclusion in the finance charge. Id. at 517; 12 C.F.R.
§ 226.8(c)(4) (1976).

38. 526 F.2d 642 (5th Cir. Jan., 1976).
39. GA. CODE ANN. § 25-315(a)-(b) (1976).
40. Jones v. Community Loan & Inv. Corp., 526 F.2d 642, 643 (5th Cir. 1976).
41. Id. Unlike other charges, such as interest, none of the prepaid fee was refundable

in the event of early repayment.
42. Id. at 645.
43. Id. at 643; see, 15 U.S.C. § 1639(a)(1)-(3) (1970); 12 C.F.R. § 226.8(d)(1) (1976).
44. Id. at 649.
45. The court resolved two dissonant federal district court decisions: Slatter v. Aetna

Fin. Co., 377 F. Supp. 806 (N.D. Ga. 1974), and Grubb v. Oliver Enterprises, Inc., 358 F.
Supp. 970 (N.D. Ga. 1972). Id. at 646.
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interpretation of a 1973 Board amendment in the later decision. The
earlier case, Grubb v. Oliver Enterprises, Inc.,4" held the statutory
fee to be a "prepaid fee." Subsequently, the Board amended the
"add-on finance charge" definition, making it susceptible to the
misinterpretation that any finance charge added on to the face
amount of the obligation and repaid in installments should not be
labelled as "prepaid." Thereafter, in the later case, Slatter v. Aetna
Finance Co.,47 the district court "understandably" fell victim to the
abovementioned misinterpretation and found the statutory fee to be
an add-on finance charge, not a prepaid fee.4" The Fifth Circuit in
Jones left no doubt that the Slatter opinion was incorrect and that
the statutory fee, regardless of fiscal disbursements or accounting
methods, is a "prepaid fee" within the TIL.4"

Another cluster of fee disclosure issues centered on insurance
charges. In the first case, Burton v. G.A.C. Finance Co., 5 the court
declared that a borrower's written election to obtain credit life in-
surance from the creditor would not relieve the creditor from his
affirmative disclosure obligations."' Although Regulation Z requires
an inclusion in the finance charge of any charges for credit life,
accident, health, or loss of income insurance in connection with any
consumer credit transaction, 52 the creditor made no such disclosure.
The court thought minimal disclosure was required even though the
borrower's awareness of the insurance charge was seemingly evi-
denced by his own written election. Simply, action or election by a
borrower will not relieve a creditor of statutory duties.53

A second insurance charge disclosure practice was condemned

46. 358 F. Supp. 970 (N.D. Ga. 1972).
47. 377 F. Supp. 806 (N.D. Ga. 1974).
48. Jones v. Community Loan & Inv. Corp., 526 F.2d 642, 646-48 (5th Cir. 1976).
49. Id. at 649. On a rehearing of Jones in December, 1976, the Fifth Circuit vacated its

decision on the defendant creditor's liabilities pending the determination of a question of fact
on remand; not on the questions of law previously determined. Jones. v. Community Loan &
Inv. Corp., 544 F.2d 1228 (5th Cir. Dec., 1976) (defendants claiming good faith reliance on
Board interpretation); See, 15 U.S.C. § 1640(f) (Supp. IV 1974) (good faith compliance with
rule, regulation or interpretation of the Board absolves liability).

50. 525 F.2d 961 (5th Cir. Jan., 1976).
51. Id. at 964.
52. 12 C.F.R. § 226.4(a)(5) (1976). The one exception to this duty of affirmative disclo-

sure was unavailable because that, too, required a valid disclosure. See 12 C.F.R. § 226.4
(a)(5)(i)-(ii) (1976); Charges for insurance need not be included in the finance charge if (1)
insurance coverage is not required by the creditor and that fact is clearly and conspicuously
disclosed in writing, and (2) any customer desiring such insurance coverage gives a specific
dated and separately signed affirmative request for such after a full disclosure.

53. Burton v. G.A.C. Fin. Co., 525 F.2d 961 (5th Cir. Jan., 1976).
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in Weaver v. General Finance Corp.54 In the disclosure statement
the creditor stated that credit life insurance was optional, but added
that "the insurance charge(s) therefor stated above will be deducted
from the Amount Financed . . . . "I This phrase seemed to relate
that the "Amount Financed" would be-reduced by the amount of
the insurance charges. The court found such language confusing or
misleading, because the purchase of the insurance did not, in fact,
lessen the amount financed. This ambiguity violated an express
provision of Regulation Z.56

Ambiguity also characterized the second category of disclosure
violations which concerned retained security interests in consumer
goods. In Pollock v. General Finance Corp.57 the court found that the
disclosure statement which revealed that the goods might secure
future indebtedness" and the security agreement (which might
cover after-acquired property)59 were equivocal and thus violated
the express provisions of Regulation Z.6" Disclosures must "clearly
set forth" the provision for a retained security interest.6

Pennino v. Morris Kirschman & Co., 2 previously discussed,
also dealt with a retained security interest, a "vendor's privilege,"
which is required to be described and identified to the consumer. 3

The creditor's questionable disclosure that he retained a security
interest in the merchandise purchased by the consumer "in accord-
ance with state laws," was insufficient. 4 Its deficiency was deter-
mined by the same standard 5 used by the court in Pollock.

54. 528 F.2d 589 (5th Cir. Mar., 1976).
55. Id. at 589-90.
56. Id. at 590; 12 C.F.R. § 226.6(c) (1976) provides:
At the creditor's option, additional information or explanation may be supplied with any

disclosure required by this part, but none shall be stated, utilized, or placed so as to mislead
or confuse the customer or contradict, obscure, or detract attention from the information
required by this part to be disclosed (emphasis added).

57. 535 F.2d 295 (5th Cir. July, 1976).
58. Id. at 300.
59. Id. at 298-99.
60. 12 C.F.R. § 226.8(b)(5) (1976); See note 18 supra and accompanying text.
61. Pollock v. General Fin. Corp., 535 F.2d 295, 298 (5th Cir. July, 1976).
62. 526 F.2d 367 (5th Cir. Jan., 1976).
63. See, 12 C.F.R. § 226.7(a)(7) (1976). This section requires the creditor to disclose:

The conditions under which the creditor may retain or acquire any security
interest in any property to secure the payment of any credit extended on the ac-
count, and a description or identification of the type of the interest or interests
which may be so retained or acquired.

64. Pennino v. Morris Kirschman & Co., 526 F.2d 367, 372 (5th Cir. Jan., 1976).
65. Id. ("clearly set forth").
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The last category of disclosure violations concerned the alleged
failures of creditors to use statutory words of art in disclosure state-
ments. In the same Penninol5 case, the creditor's use of the term
"balance" rather than the statutory phrase "new balance" violated
the TIL.6 7 The Pennino court also found that the billing date must
be set out specifically, not merely labelled "the 1st." 8 Consistent
with strict use of prescribed jargon, the court in Grant v. Imperial
Motors69 approved the identification in the creditor's disclosure
statement of the creditor's rebate method as "the sum of the digits
method." 0 The court noted that an interpretation of the Federal
Reserve Board expressly supported the sufficiency of that descrip-
tion without further explanation."

In another area relating to disclosure, a Federal Reserve Board
staff opinion failed to receive the court's support. In Martin v. Com-
mercial Securities Co.," the Fifth Circuit found no violation of the
TIL in a creditor's failure to disclose an acceleration clause and the
lender's rebate policy with respect thereto in an installment credit
transaction." The decision is noteworthy because substantial case
law 4 and a Federal Reserve Board Letter 5 were au contraire.

In Martin, the court recognized that the Board was authorized
under the TIL to require by due regulation the disclosure of a credi-
tor's right to accelerate."6 Regardless of such authority, the court
found no reference to acceleration clauses or to the substantive right
of a creditor to accelerate payments in the TIL, Regulation Z, or in
the official interpretations of the Federal Reserve Board." Consider-
ing the objectives of the TIL, the express standards of disclosure,
and the case law in the area, the court's decision not to require
disclosure of acceleration clauses was logical. First, the primary
objective of the TIL was recognized as one enabling the credit con-
sumer to avoid the uninformed use of credit through meaningful

66. Id. at 367.
67. Id. at 370-71.
68. Id. at 372.
69. 539 F.2d 506 (5th Cir. Sept., 1976).
70. Id. at 509.
71. 12 C.F.R. § 226.818(c) (1976).
72. 539 F.2d 521 (5th Cir. Sept., 1976).
73. Id. at 529.
74. See, 539 F.2d 521, 525 nn. 11 & 13, 526 n.15 (5th Cir. Sept., 1976).
75. Id. at 528 n.29 (letter set out in full).
76. Id. at 526, 529.
77. Id. at 524.
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creditor cost disclosures.78 Second, in order to promote that end the
TIL and the regulations thereunder require the creditor in consumer
credit transactions to furnish "certain specified information to the
credit customer (emphasis added)." 9 That acceleration clauses are
not included in the specified information is support for their nondis-
closure. The Martin court further observed that the earlier decisions
concerning the disclosure of acceleration clauses relied on the provi-
sions of the TIL ° and Regulation Z 11 relating to charges payable in
the instance of late consumer payments. 2 Considering the meaning
of the word "charge" as used in the TIL and Regulation Z,13 the
court concluded that acceleration rights were not encompassed in
its definition. Courts had previously defined "charge" as meaning
a pecuniary burden or expense 84 and such a definition was recog-
nized by Congress as one widely accepted within the commercial
credit field.85 On that basis, because an acceleration clause is not a
pecuniary burden, it could not come with the provisions requiring
disclosure of charges.

In the event that a consumer creditor does fail to make the
required statutory disclosures, such as those discussed in this sur-
vey, the statutes impress that party with almost absolute liability. 7

As noted in the preceding cases, even technical violations invoke full
liability."

78. Id. at 523-24.
79. Id.
80. 15 U.S.C. § 1638(a)(9) (1970) ("the default, delinquency, or similar charges payable

in the event of late payments.") Id. (emphasis added).
81. 12 C.F.R. § 226.8(b)(4) (1976) ("the amount, or method of computing the amount

of any default, delinquency, or similar charges payable in the event of late payments.") Id.
82. Martin v. Commercial Sec. Co., 539 F.2d 521. 525 (5th Cir. Sept., 1976).
83. Id. at 524-29.
84. Id. at 524, 527.
85. Id. at 527.
86. Id. at 528-29; see notes 69-70 supra; accord, Smith v. Avco Fin. Serv. Inc., 542 F.2d

242, 243 (5th Cir. Nov., 1976) (citing Martin); Whittlesey v. Ford Motor Credit Co., 542 F.2d
245, 246 (5th Cir. Nov., 1976) (citing Martin).

87. 15 U.S.C. § 1640(a) (1970 & Supp. IV 1974).
88. 526 F.2d 367, 370-71 (5th Cir. Jan., 1976); cf., Grant v. Imperial Motors, 539 F.2d

506, 509-10 (5th Cir. Sept., 1976) (failure to insert a cipher, not a violation, only surplusage).
See notes 21-23 supra and accompanying text. Although the requirements for disclosure may
be quite technical, the court in Pennino clearly noted that violations of the most technical
nature would result in liability. The Pennino decision appears erroneous, however, by unduly
restricting the defenses to a creditor's liability.

See notes 25-26 supra and accompanying text for the proposition that unintentional and
bona fide errors are excused under the TIL for reasons other than reliance on a Board rule,
regulation, or interpretation. See 15 U.S.C. § 1640(c) (1970 & Supp. IV 1974).
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Both the TIL and Regulation Z do, however, recognize a limited
number of defenses on which a creditor can rely to avoid liability."
For example, if a creditor discovers a disclosure noncompliance, he
has fifteen days from discovery to notify the consumer of the error.
Notice to the consumer, however, even if within the fifteen day
period, is ineffective if the consumer has either instituted an action
under TIL or already notified the creditor of the error. If the notice
to the consumer is effective, the creditor may avoid his error by a
contemporaneous adjustment in an amount appropriate to ensure
that the finance charge does not exceed that reflected in the disclo-
sure statement." The creditor is also relieved of liability in an action
if he can prove by a preponderance of the evidence that the violation
was (1) unintentional, (2) resulted from a bona fide error, and (3)
that the creditor maintained procedures reasonably adapted to
avoid such errors."' Finally, no liability is imposed for a violation
resulting from good faith compliance with any rule, regulation, or
interpretation of the Board, notwithstanding that such rule, regula-
tion or interpretation may be subsequently amended, rescinded, or
otherwise determined to be invalid.2 It should also be noted that a
"multiple failure" to make the required disclosures in connection
with a single account or transaction only entitles the consumer to a
single recovery under the TIL unless the creditor thereafter contin-
ues his unlawful modus operandi.13

If a violation occurs and the creditor is unable to establish one
of the above mentioned defenses, the TIL provides several statutory
remedies for the consumer.9 First, the consumer may recover any
actual damages incurred as a result of the creditor's violation. Sec-
ond, the successful plaintiff is also entitled to recover twice the
amount of the finance charge, not less than a $100 recovery nor one
in excess of $1000. In that regard, if the action is allowed as a class
action suit, the latter damages may total not more than the lesser
of $100 or one percent of the networth of the credit. Third, in suc-
cessful actions there is provision for both costs of the action and

89. See generally, 15 U.S.C. § 1640 (1970 & Supp. IV 1974).
90. 15 U.S.C. § 1640(b) (1970 & Supp. IV 1974).
91. Id. at § 1640(c); See, Turner v. Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., 537 F.2d 1296, 1298

(5th Cir. Aug., 1976).
92. Id. at § 1640(f); See, Jones v. Community Loan & Inv. Corp., 544 F.2d 1228 (5th

Cir. Dec., 1976).
93. Id. at § 1640(g); See, Turner v. Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., 537 F.2d 1296, 1299

(5th Cir. Aug., 1976).
94. Id. at § 1640(a).
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reasonable attorney's fees as determined by the court. The provision
for attorney's fees was clearly intended for appellate work, as well,
according to the court in Pennino."5 In Williams v. United Credit
Plan of Charlotte, Inc.,96 however, the court limited recovery of sta-
tutory fees to the stage at which the plaintiff has proved his cause
of action on the merits, not when he has successfully survived dis-
missals and other pretrial motions. These provisions for attorney's
fees and costs represent an attempt to ensure sufficient policing of
creditors by the credit using public. Otherwise, the costs of suit
would prohibit any meaningful exercise of consumer rights, thereby
frustrating congressional objectives.

I. Interstate Land Sales

Congress passed and the President signed into law the Inter-
state Land Sales Full Disclosure Act97 (Act) in 1968. The Act has
been amended twice-in 1969 and 1974. The philosophy underlying
the Act was the same to the interstate sales of interests in land
as the Securities Act of 1933 was to the sale of securities. 8 The
stories of defrauded and deceived consumers in national land sales
schemes are legion. Congressional action in the area reflected a
sharp disapproval of such schemes.

A recent Fifth Circuit case, Pacquin v. Four Seasons of Tennes-
see, Inc., 0 considered an alleged material misrepresentation to pur-
chasers of property from vendors subject to the Act. The plaintiffs
responded to one of the defendant's advertisements offering free
gasoline to those who visited "Four Seasons of Georgia." The Pac-
quins were interested in a lot, and before making their purchase,
inspected the project's "HUD Report."'' The report revealed, in
seven different provisions, that the project's progress and comple-
tion (lodge, lake, golf course, etc.) were dependant on "satisfactory
sale of lots at Four Seasons of Georgia and the developer's ability
to secure adequate financing."' ' The Pacquins signed the sales con-

95. 526 F.2d 367 (5th Cir. Jan., 1976).
96. 526 F.2d 713 (5th Cir. Jan., 1976).
97. 15 U.S.C. §§ 1701-1720 (1970).
98. Pacquin v. Four Seasons of Tenn., Inc., 519 F.2d 1105, 1108-09 (5th Cir. Sept.,

1975).
99. Id. at 1108.
100. 519 F.2d 1105 (5th Cir. Sept., 1975).
101. 15 U.S.C. §§ 1703, 1707 (1970 & Supp. IV 1974).
102. Pacquin v. Four Seasons of Tenn., Inc., 519 F.2d 1105, 1107-08 (5th Cir. Sept.,

1975).
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tract in July, 1970, and paid the price in full the following month.
When the project subsequently failed,'13 they brought suit, basing
their cause of action upon the fraud provisions of the Act, which
include fraud, material misrepresentations, and omissions to state
a material fact.'0 4

The plaintiffs claimed that in addition to fraudulently enticing
them, the defendant failed to state a very material fact-that the
parent corporation of the developer was in the throes of bankruptcy.
According to the Pacquins, the defendant developer knew that fi-
nancing was very unlikely because of the parent corporation's finan-
cial status.'0 However, the court disagreed, finding that the devel-
oper was an entity separate from its parent; that there was never
any representation that the defendant developer was relying on its
parent for financial assistance; and that the parent was no more
than the owner of stock. In any event, the majority noted, the prop-
erty report had repeatedly warned that success of the development
was delicately balanced on the availability of financing. 0

Judge Clark, dissenting, would have found a violation of the
Act.'10 According to him, the Act required disclosure of all material
facts. An application of the majority's materiality test would be
whether or not a reasonable investor may have considered the bank-
ruptcy of the parent corporation an important factor in making his
investment decision. 08 Although agreeing with the standard to be
applied, Judge Clark dissented from the result because he doubted
that potential purchasers would find the bankruptcy insignificant,

103. Id. at 1108. The evidence showed that the project's subsequent failure was due, in
substantial part, to inadequate sales of lots.

104. 15 U.S.C. § 1703 (1970 & Supp. IV 1974).
105. Pacquin v. Four Seasons of Tenn., Inc., 519 F.2d 1105, 1110 (5th Cir. Sept., 1975).
106. Id. at 1110-11. On another issue, the court noted that since the tourguide had not

the authority to sell, he was not subject to liability under the Act. See, 15 U.S.C. § 1709
(1970).

107. Pacquin v. Four Seasons of Tenn., Inc., 519 F.2d 1105, 1112 (5th Cir. Sept., 1975).
108. Id. at 1111-12. However, question the vitality of this materiality test, by analogy,

given the recent Supreme Court case, TSC Indus., Inc. v. Northway, Inc., 96 S. Ct. 2126, 2133
(1976). In that case the Court criticized a materiality test under the Securities Act of 1934
based on a possibility that a shareholder might consider a fact important in arriving at a
purchase or sell decision. Criticizing such a test as setting too low a threshold for liability,
the Court in considering Rule 14a-9 issues (proxy disclosures) set a geneial standard of
materiality as follows: an omitted fact is material if there is a substantial likelihood that a
reasonable shareholder would consider it important in his decisional process. Id. Recognizing
the relationship between the philosophies of the Securities Acts and the Interstate Land Sales
Full Disclosure Act, a new test of materiality may have been given birth. See notes 98-100
supra and accompanying text.
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given the financial admonitions throughout the property report.'0
Judge Clark maintained his dissent under a similar rationale

when the appellant's petition for rehearing" was denied. Whereas
the majority had assumed that the Bankrupt was two corporations
removed from the developer, the petition for rehearing demon-
strated that the Bankrupt was in fact the developer's parent, with
no intermediate corporate entities. Moreover, the bankruptcy peti-
tion filed by the parent sought relief for its subsidiaries. These facts,
the dissent claimed, reflected not only an ownership relationship,
but also a precarious financial connection that a reasonable investor
would have considered in making his decision. Hence, the omission
was material. Judge Clark supported this characterization of mate-
riality with reference to a rule promulgated by the Secretary of
Housing and Urban Development."' That rule, promulgated subse-
quent to the occurrence of the facts in Pacquin, required that a
developer reveal in his Property Report:

[W]hether any principals have voluntarily filed petitions in
bankruptcy or have had involuntary petitions in bankruptcy filed
against them. A principal is defined as someone who has a 10
percent or more financial interest in the developer."'

III. Conclusion

Hopefully, this survey will introduce those previously unfamil-
iar with the consumer sphere to an area not only interesting, but
destined for much future litigation. Congressional hopes will flicker
if the Bar will not assist consumers in asserting their right not to
be misled, deceived, or defrauded. The consuming Bar has, at a
minimum, a personal stake as members of the buying citizenry.

Samuel L. Boyd

109. Id.
110. 522 F.2d 1270 (5th Cir. Nov., 1975), cert. denied, 96 S. Ct. 2168 (1976).
111. 24 C.F.R. § 1710.105 Part H1(c)(2) (effective December 1, 1973).
112. Pacquin v. Four Seasons of Tenn., Inc., 522 F.2d 1270, 1271 (5th Cir. Nov., 1975),

cert. denied, 96 S. Ct. 2168 (1976).
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